
Manifesto for Embodying Power with Care

Be intimidated by no one but be caring.

ALA. Always Look Amazing (self defined) or don't give a shit.

Make space for people without or with less access to power and privilege than me.

Assume I am as powerful as the most powerful person in any room. 
Act like it without being a dick... Which means...

Fight oppression, hetero white supremacist capitalist domination everyday 
in micro and macro ways. This means educating everyday (yes, everyday) 
when people say racist, classist, femme hating fucked up ass bullshit in 
macro and micro ways with people I love and with people for whom I have less love.

Commit to self care, example: femmeditation.

Don't talk to much shit you would not say to someone's face.

Care about what you do and who you do it with.

Be a truthteller. (But don't be mean)

Give compliments to people when I feel they deserve them. 
People are amazing; let them know.

If the structure is not what I want it to be, take steps toward making it 
a structure I want it to be. (Macro and micro)

Read the power structure of every room I enter and 
reconsider the "rooms" I already exist in.

What do I feel this space needs? What can I give to this context? 
This may mean withdrawing myself or organizing with people 
in position of less power in the space.

Practice valuing different knowledges and ways of being in myself and in others.

My way of performing power is not the same as someone else's and that is preferable.

Meet confrontation and critique with grace.

I will fuck up, integrate and move on.



Burn my diploma from shame school.
Tools for burning:
Sorting productive shame from shame I want to get rid of.
When I experience shame, question it. 
Is this a systemic shame moment? 
Is this institutional shame? 
Is it moral shame? 
Who is defining it? 
And do agree with this context's definitions of shame?

Ask myself, regularly, "am I being a dick?" 
Surround myself with people I trust that will also ask me this question.

Identify the dicks in the room, call them on their dickery. 
Don't let slide mindblowingly subtle dickery. 
(See truthtelling and note that calling dicks on dickery can happen 
in myriad ways with gradients of boldness and/or subtlety)

Discomfort will happen. 
Find ways to support other humans embodying power with care.

Imagine and remember the shit hill graphic:

If you are squatting on a hill shitting and you are looking uphill, 
you will not be able to notice when you are shitting 
on the person squatting right below you.

When they complain that you shat on them, it's not nice for you to say: 
“Oh my god, you have been looking at my anus!”
Because they have to deal with your shit in their face!

(generated by members of the faking it, til we're making it workshop 
with Eroca Nicols, Impulstanz Festival 2015)

________________________________________________________________________________
Eroca Nicols is an international performance art and body nerd. Her alter ego and company, Lady 

Janitor combs the globe looking for places to incite radical moments of art chaos, consume 

massive amounts of coffee, wear amazing unisuits and confer with movers and thinkers of all 

varieties. 

Eroca is currently known as dancer/choreographer/teacher but her multiplitous practice stems 

from a family of semi-mystical nomadic trailer people, years working as a janitor, and a BFA in 



video/performance art and sculpture from California College of the Arts (formerly and Crafts.) 

Her teaching and training are deeply influenced in her continued study of anatomy and 

biomechanics.

She is super stoked to be teaching and performing all over the world including stints as Teaching 

Artist in Residence at The Whole Shebang in Philadelphia and at various festivals and institutions 

including 

The School of Making Thinking in NYC, 

P-af/performing arts forum in France, 

ImPulsTanz in Vienna, 

Studio 303 in Montreal,

HBK Braunschweig – University of Art. 

Eroca was a Chalmers Research Fellow, investigating death, ritual and performance with healers 

and conveners around the globe.


